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 Chapter 81 : Where is my Daughter...? 

After leaving the Reddy family villa… Das drove the bike towards his villa at 
film city area. As he came to home, Das took the baby from Stella's hands and 
started playing with her. 

"Why are sending me these property document…?" Stella showed the text to 
Das who is busily staring at the baby face. 

"I joust bought those properties… have a look at them." Das replied while 
turning back his attention on to the baby. 

The baby slowly slept in his hands with a sweet smile on her immature face. 
Das continued to hold the baby as he is enjoying her breathing on his 
shoulders. 

Boom*** 

Suddenly a loud smashing sound came from his villa gate. Das immediately 
passed the baby on to Stella's hands and he alone went outside to check the 
situation. He instructed Stella's to stay in her room before coming out from the 
main door. 

More than five luxurious Rolls Royce cars were directly entered inside his 
villa. Those cars directly entered inside his villa by flattening the entrance 
gate. Das felt infuriating raze after seeing their brazen behaviour in his villa. 

The five cars stopped before him and a large mob got down from those five 
cars. Later a beautiful middle-aged woman who wore a black saree got down 
from the back seat of the centre customised car with a hasty temper. S 

he directly walked towards Das in a hurried manner. Das recognised her in a 
single glance. She is Maria… the head of the Patel family… the widow who 



took control of the powerful Patel family without bowing her head to anyone. 
Das really admired her character, aside from her beauty. 

"Where is my daughter...? Maria directly asked Das with a serious face. Das 
did not understand what she is talking about. How could he know about her 
daughter. 

"Don't act like innocent. I already know that she came to attack you with a 
mob in the morning time. So, tell me where is she now...?" Maria asked again 
while staring into Das eyes with a serious look. 

"It is true that your daughter came to attack me in the morning time. At that 
time, I only smashed the gangsters who came along with your daughter." 

"But I did not touch a single hair on your daughter. I just a gave her small 
warning to your daughter… other than that I did not do anything to her and 
after that I left to my college." Das explained the events of the morning fight 
patiently. 

"Madam, he won't say the truth if we ask him like this. Let me handle this 
brat." Maria's body guard said as he moved towards Das. 

Thud***  Das directly kicked the body guard on the knee. 

"Don't dare to threaten me. You people already entered into my house with 
out my permission. But I'm talking patiently instead of kicking you out. So, 
think carefully before talking any nonsense." Das warned the mob with a loud 
tone. 

"Stop behaving like hero… if you did not do anything to my daughter, then 
where is my daughter?" Maria asked again without backing down. 

Even though Das can feel her anguish, he can't do anything. Das also don't 
know about Emma's where abouts. Before Das answered, Maria's mobile 
started ringing from her hand bag. While looking into the Das face with an 
impatient expression, Maria answered the phone call. 

While talking into the phone… Maria face changed into a complicated 
expression. She started feeling anxious as the call continued. 

"I'm sorry... It's my fault." Maria said to Das with an anxious look as she 
disconnected the call. 



Instead of accepting her apology… Das asked her about the phone call. 

"It's about my daughter. The Shetty family actually kidnapped my daughter to 
black mail me. They are demanding my support and money for the upcoming 
challenge with the Reddy family." Maria said while preparing to leave. 

"What are you going to do...?" Das asked back while thinking about the 
consequences of this matter. 

"First, I need to save my daughter." Maria said as she got onto the driver's 
seat of the car. She already ordered her servants and security to not to follow 
her. 

"You can't go alone. Let me accompany you." Das requested as this matter 
also related to the upcoming blood duel. 

"Nah… my daughter is at the Shetty family training facility, there will be more 
than hundred fighters in that place and they also warned me to not to bring 
anyone." Maria said as she started the car engine. 

Without listening to another question from Das, Maria directly left alone. Das 
went onto deep thought after listening to her answer. He can't ignore this 
matter. The Shetty family will become formidable if they gain support from 
Patel family… so, he had to do something. 

"Maria said it is a training facility of the Shetty family… if my guess is correct 
the newly recruited fighters of the Shetty family will also be there in that 
building." Das thought while thinking about what to do in this situation. 

transfer Emma to another place. So, he must do something. 

"Whatever… first I need to see what is going on at the training facility." Das 
decided to Even after thinking for fifteen minutes straight, he did not get any 
suitable plan. Even though he can inform Reddy family about this matter, the 
Shetty will get alert and transfer Emma to another place. So, he must do 
something. 

"Whatever… first I need to see what is going on at the training facility." Das 
decided to follow Maria secretly. The security who came with Maria are 
already left his villa. 



Das took out the sports car in the garage to follow Maria. Before leaving Das 
suddenly remembered the bow. That night where he saved the baby, Das also 
brought a broken bow used by the mysterious lady to defend her baby. 

She said it is the heirloom of the Aries family which is a top hidden family. The 
mountain goat spirit which entered inside Das body is also came out of the 
broken bow. 

Das took out the broken bow from his room and instructed Stella to stay inside 
her room. 

With a determined look Das left the villa in sports car. 
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After coming out of the villa, Das called John to know the location of the 
training facility of the Shetty family. The training facility is in the city outskirts 
and it is an isolated building with a lot of fallow land surrounding it. 

Das reached that place at night eight o'clock. He stopped the car a long 
distance away from the building and walked near the training centre without 
alerting anyone. The Shetty family already set up a tight security around the 
building as they were preparing to take down the Patel family. 

Das climbed a big tree which has a better view and patiently waited for the 
arrival of the Patel family head. Das raised his focus to test whether he can 



activate the special vision as he wants to see the actual situation going inside 
the training facility. 

Maybe because of the tense situation, the special vision got activated 
immediately in the first try. With excited face, Das climbed on to the top 
branches of the banyan tree and started observing the present situation. 

The training facility is a five floors rectangular building with open space. Only 
the top floor had a several rooms. Das saw more than two hundred people 
inside the building. A large number of fighters occupied the first four floors… 
and every one of them are leisurely walking around while looking for any 
intruders. 

On the top floor Only ten members are present and among them Das only 
recognised Vicky and the third brother of the Shetty family patriarch. Except 
for these two people all other eight members are the security persons. 

Emma the daughter of the Patel family head Maria, lied unconscious in the 
central luxurious room. The two family members of the Shetty family sat 
leisurely in the outside lounge waiting for the arrival of Patel family head 
Maria. 

Das observed every minute detail inside the building… he is thinking for a 
plan to rescue Emma. After another fifteen minutes of Das arrival, Maria 
reached the training centre alone in the luxurious Rolls Royce car. 

Das did not understand why Maria is entering this trap without thinking about 
the consequences. She directly walked inside the training centre. Two security 
persons checked her for weapons and took her to the fifth floor directly. 

Das who is on the top of a big banyan tree is observing the entire situation 
carefully. His special vision is helping him to see though the thick walls of the 
building. 

"Haha… Ms. Patel, we are waiting for you since a long time. Thank you for 
coming… please have a seat." The third brother of the Shetty family patriarch 
invited Maria to sit down with a playful attitude. 

"Where is my daughter…?" Maria directly questioned without caring about 
their hospitality. 



"Your daughter is in safe hands… you don't need to worry about her. First sit 
down… we can discuss things slowly." The third brother who is a talkative 
person among the Shetty family brothers replied with wide smile. 

"I want to see my daughter… Now." Maria asked with a serious face. After 
seeing her resolute attitude, they decided to first show Emma to her. 

"Vicky, bring out the daughter of Ms. Patel. Let her take a look at her beloved 
daughter." The third brother instructed Vicky while passing a water glass to 
Maria..!! Vicky immediately brought unconscious Emma outside and showed 
her from a long distance. 

"What happened to my daughter...?" Maria asked in an anxious tone while 
looking at her daughter. 

"Haha… don't worry. She is unconscious because of the sleeping drug. We 
did not cause any harm to your daughter." The third brother of the Shetty 
family patriarch said casually. 

"What do you want?" Maria asked with blood shot eyes after seeing her 
daughter's condition. 

The third brother signalled Vicky to take Emma inside and he also poured a 
glass of water for himself. 

"First drink some water… we are going to argue for a long time." The third 
brother said while pointing at the water glass in front of Maria. Das found that 
the third brother of the Shetty family is acting little mysterious. 

Usually, he should be demanding Maria for support in an ardent manner. But 
he is acting little casual without any tension. Maria drank the water after 
seeing that the opposite person is also drinking it leisurely. 

What she doesn't know was, she is the real target of the Shetty family… not 
her daughter. The third brother of the Shetty family lusted on Maria's body 
since many years. He already prepared thoroughly to have her tonight at any 
cost. 

"Ms. Patel, we want your support in the upcoming blood duel… we also 
offered a great share in profits if we win over the Reddy family. Why are you 
rejecting my offer?" 



The third brother of the Shetty family questioned while looking at her 
inappropriately… he already started imagining the scene of their intercourse. 
Maria felt something is wrong after seeing his lustful gaze. 

"I already said my family won't participate anything related to the black 
market. We won't support any family in these types of matters." Maria replied 
in a stern tone. 

"Please keep in mind that your daughter is in my hands before rejecting my 
offer. My family already had the support of Mittal family. We are going to win 
this blood duel against Reddy family with ease. Then why don't you join the 
winning side?" The third brother of the Shetty family asked again in a playful 
tone. 

Maria who is feeling a little hotness and sweating confirmed that something is 
wrong after seeing the playful look on the third brother of the Shetty family. 
Immediately her attention turned on to the water glass on the table. 

"What did you do...?!" Maria asked anxiously as she is losing control over her 
body. 

"Haha… nothing. I just mixed a happy drug into your glass. Don't worry… it 
won't cause any harm. But You just feel more lust and behave like an 
obedient puppy on bed." The third brother of the Shetty family replied with an 
evil laugh. n-/𝕠(/𝑽.(ℯ.-𝑙(/𝓑/(I.(n 
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After finding out the drug, Maria immediately got alert. She took out a small 
sized revolver from the secret pocket of her hand bag and pointed it towards 
the Shetty family third brother. 



"If you dare to take one step against me… I will put a hole in your head." 
Maria said threateningly. 

"Haha… stop acting like a stupid. Did you forget that your daughter is in my 
hands…?" The third brother of the Shetty family asked in a laughing tone. 

Maria immediately realised her mistake. But still she pointed the revolver and 
threaten him to take his life if he don't release her daughter. 

"If you want to kill me, do it. But before that think about the consequences… 
your daughter, family members… everyone will suffer severely because of 
your foolishness." 

 Maria fell into a deep thought after listening to his threats. As she is in the 
effect of a happy drug, her brain also not supporting her to think straight. If 
she is not under the effect of the drug, she might have dared to threaten his 
life by firing a bullet. 

But she already lost some sense and feeling dizziness and nausea. Maria 
immediately stood up from her seat and tried to leave the training centre as 
soon as possible. But the third brother of the Shetty family signalled a 
subordinate restrict her and took her to the VIP room. Das who sat on the top 
branches of the banyan tree saw the struggling Maria in the hands of 
subordinate who is taking her towards a room. Das did not understand how to 
save this mother and daughter pair. n-(0𝑽𝓔1𝗯In 

 With an anxious face Das looked in to the room where the subordinate placed 
Maria on the bed… there was recording cameras placed all around the bed 
and Maria is struggling to get up from the bed. 

She is still trying to gain some clarity… but it was no use. Maria slowly started 
feeling the lust as the drug started effecting her nerves. 

"If I can't save her today. It will be an end for the Patel family and the Shetty 
family will become formidable if they had the support of this Patel family. I 
must do something." Das thought while looking at Maria who is struggling 
alone on the bed. 

There are more than two hundred capable fighters on the opposite building… 
they were actively surveilling the surroundings for any intruders. Among these 
two hundred there are also fighter who came to participate in the blood duel. 
The Shetty family spent a lot of money to recruit these fighters. 



"Whatever… I need to do something. Otherwise, it will become a big burden to 
handle the Shetty family in the blood dual." Das thought while picking up the 
broken bow which he brought along. 

Das tied the both hands of the bow with the same rope the mysterious lady 
used during that night where Das saved the baby. 

After tightly binding the bow in his left hand… Das pulled the string. But 
nothing happened. Except for the small pressure on his hand… Das did not 
feel anything. When the mysterious lady used this bow, the arrows released 
like an energy beam without using any physical arrows. Das thought for a long 
time to understand the real problem. 

"The weapon spirit is absent in the bow… that's why it's not showing any 
response." Das thought while taking ghost card from his pocket. He made a 
small cut on his left-hand palm with the sharp end of the ghost card. 

The weapon spirit is inside his body… so he wants to drip blood to test out his 
theory. Just as his blood touched the bow shaft… Das felt a connection with 
the bow. Slowly the bow began glowing with a strange crimson red colour and 
Das started feeling an intense pain to his nerves. 

Das felt that the bow suddenly gained a lot of weight as he can't lift it freely 
like before. The pain continued to increase and the burden on his brain 
increased to a great extent. Das started losing his consciousness as he can't 
control the after effects of the bow. 

His left-hand skin tuned into blue green colour… Just as he thought he is 
going to fall from the tree… A flash of energy entered inside his body. The 
weapon spirit of the bow which laid dormant inside his body woke up from its 
slumber. 

A cosmic energy form of a sprit outline appeared around Das body in the 
shape of a mountain goat. Das started suddenly seeing everything in new 
light… the bow which weighed a ton previously became a feather like object in 
his left hand. 

It is glowing with crimson red outline and Das felt like the bow is part of his 
body. His eye sight became more powerful as he seeing the things more 
clearly even from a distance of a kilometre. The special vision which he can't 
control previously… became an automatic turn on for him. 



He easily controlled his eyes sight to see things in whichever way he wants. 
With a thought in his brain, the visuals changed according his choice. He can 
control the vision to see through walls, building even through people he can 
see the other side visuals. 

Das did not have much time to check out the other changes happened in his 
body because of this spirit activation as the third brother of the Shetty family 
entered inside the room where Maria is behaving oddly on the bed. 

Das immediately aimed the bow towards the power source outside the 
building. He decided to first cut down the electricity before starting the 
massacre. He pulled the bow string with his right hand into a beautiful arch. 

A long beam of cosmic coloured arrow formed from bow head to the string in 
his hands. As he aimed at the electricity transformer his vision worked like a 
binocular… It's like he is using an aim assist to take out the targets. 

Note: If you find any plot holes or grammar mistakes.... please comment on it. 
Thank you for reading... 
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Das released the bow string after confirming the target. 

Boom*** 

 A laser beam like arrow directly pierced the electricity transformer and with 
loud explosion the entire power supply got cut down. Except for the top floor… 
the lower four floors blacked out. 

The top floor had a power backup facility as it is place of residence for 
everyone. Without delaying any more time Das directly aimed at the security 



person at the entrance. His vision directly focused on the head of the target 
person. 

Shhh… 

 the cosmic beam arrow travelled without any sound… Even Das took a 
second to recognise the hole on the target head. The person is spot dead… 
he did have any chance to utter a single word. 

After killing the first person in his life… Das did not take much time for another 
kill. As his vision is shifting from one person head to another… the life less 
bodies filled inside the training centre. 

Das did not give any time to the opponent to realise what is happening. For 
each passing minutes, the number of dead bodies increased. He killed two 
people in each passing second. 

After killing more than hundred members… the mob finally got alerted and 
started making horrific sounds as they got stupefied while looking into the life 
less bodies of their comrades. Except for a deep hole in the fore head of the 
dead bodies, they did not have any other injuries. 

As the number of fighters reduced below fifty… Das got down from the 
banyan tree and started walking inside the training centre while continuing to 
kill people. The people inside the training facility started hiding in rest rooms, 
under the tables and some people started running towards the top floor as the 
strongest eight members of the training centre are on the top floor. 

"What happened…? Why are you running like that?" A strong man among the 
eight security men on the top floor asked one of his subordinates whose body 
is shaking with intense fear. 

"Someone is killing all our members." The subordinate muttered while he 
seriously gasping for air. 

"Who…?" 

 The strong person asked with a confused look… as he can't imagine a small 
gang attacking the training facility with more than two hundred trained fighters. 
What this strong person don't know was, the attacking person was a single 
individual. 



"We don't know who is attacking… but all the dead bodies have strange hole 
on their forehead." The subordinate replied with a nervous look. The strong 
person did not believe this nonsense. He decided to check out the situation 
himself. 

"Young Master, please stay alert… the other seven members will stay here for 
your protection. If anything happens to me… immediately inform your uncle 
and escape as fast as you can." The strong person instructed Vicky who is 
staring at the unconscious Emma in a lustful gaze. 

But the irony is, just as the strong person turned around, a deep hole formed 
on his broad fore head. Das who is in great hurry to save Maria, killed 
everyone while climbing the steps. He did not let a single person to escape. 

After killing the leading person, Das released another seven consecutive 
arrows and killed everyone except Vicky. Das took a moment to scan the 
entire building and surroundings to check out for any possible survivors. 

After confirming that there are no other persons alive.... he walked leisurely 
towards Vicky who is shouting for his uncle while shaking crazily with fear. To 
him Das looked like a grim reaper coming to take his life. 

The third brother of the Shetty family who went inside to have fun with Maria 
came out with an impatient face. 

"Why are shouting like that? I didn't even start." The uncle of Vicky said 
impatiently. But his face changed immediately after seeing the life less bodies 
of all the security persons. 

The third brother of the Shetty family immediately closed the room door with 
an anxious face. Even though he doesn't know the reason for outside 
massacre… His instincts tell him to hide immediately. 

But it was no use, the cosmic arrow released by Das directly passed through 
the thick door and pierced his head. After killing him, Das slowly walked near 
Vicky in a care free manner. Vicky stood in the same place while shaking 
vigorously from head to toe. 

As everything is in his control now, Das first sat on the sofa opposite to Vicky 
and gestured Vicky to sit down. 



"Don't try do anything to me. My father won't leave you if you cause any harm 
to me." Vicky said nervously while trying to stop his body from shaking. 
Ignoring the Vicky, Das loosened the thread around his left hand and put the 
two parts of the bow on the table. 

Even though the bleeding on his hand stopped… the bow parts still continued 
to glow crimson red. With a fatigued expression, Das took out the wine bottle 
which is already placed under the tea table at the centre and poured himself a 
glass of wine. He also poured another glass and handed it over to Vicky. 

"What are you doing…?" Vicky asked as he did not understand why Das is 
behaving like this. 

"I will ask you only one question if you tell me the truth… I might leave you 
alive!..." Das said while taking a sip from the wine glass. 

"What is it…?" Vicky asked immediately with a small hope. 

"Aside from the Mittal family, is there anyone supporting your family for the 
upcoming blood duel…?" Das asked with a cold stare. 

"Will you leave me alive if I say the truth…?" Vicky asked with a doubtful face. 

"It depends on your answer… if I feel that you are saying truth… then I will 
think about it. But you only have one chance." Das replied with a playful smile. 

Vicky who sat beside the unconscious Emma, fell into a dilemma. He is 
thinking about his chances of survival. 

 Actually, Das only asked this question to test his doubt and Das also did not 
know the actual truth. 
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On the top floor of the Shetty family training facility, Das sat leisurely while 
sipping the wine. Before him the Shetty family young master Vicky stood 
nervously as his body is shaking with fear. 

"I don't have much time… tell me, is it true that your family had another 
backer...?" Das asked with a serious look. Das also wants to finish things fast 
as he need to check Maria's condition. 

"Yes, aside from Mittal family we had support from a powerful family from 
Delhi (Capital City). Vicky replied in a stuttering tone. 

"Who is it…?" Das asked back with an interesting look. 

"I don't know the exact details… what I know is a young man named Jethin 
visited my family and made a deal with my father. He asked for the control 

over the Brothel business and money-laundering." n./𝓸/.𝚟((𝓮-)𝗅/)𝒷)(I.(n 

"In exchange, he offered seven thousand crores and strong fighters for the 
upcoming blood duel." Vicky gave long explanation without hiding anything. 

Vicky thought Das will leave his life if he shares this important information. But 
he is going to regret his decision in the afterlife. After listening to Vicky's 
explanation, Das stood up from his seat and moved closer to Vicky. 

"Hey… you promised me…!!!" Vicky cried out loudly as Das delivered a punch 
towards his head. 

Booommm*** 

A big dent appeared on Vicky's head and his life less body dropped down on 
the floor. 

"Sorry… I take back my word." Das said after killing Vicky and walked towards 
the luxurious room where they placed Maria. 



(Some serious, intense, marvellous stuff starts from here… If anyone don't like 
R18+… you can skip this chapter from here onwards…) 

Inside the luxurious room, except for the king size bed there is no other 
furniture. Maria laid on the bed with only her lingerie and she is behaving 
oddly on the bed. Das first smashed the video cameras around the bed and 
went near Maria to see her situation. 

"Maria… Maria… wake up..." Das tried to talk with her… but she is struggling 
intensely to not to succumb to lust. She twisting on the bed while tearing her 
clothes… the happy drug really affected her body. 

"Maria… are you ok…? Das asked as he tapped on her cheeks. 

"Emma… Emma…" 

Maria is muttering her daughter's name while trying to maintain her last thread 
of resistance against lust. 

"Your daughter is safe… don't worry about her." Das replied loudly. Maria 
opened her eyes wide as she got some clarity after listening to her daughter 
name. 

"Das, is she really ok…? She asked hurriedly while trying maintain some 
clarity. 

"Yes… she is safe. Everything is okey now." Das replied hurriedly. After 
listening to Das answer her last thread of resistance died down. She is feeling 
uncomfortable as her body is carving for men. 

"Das, help me…" 

Maria said helplessly as she started touching Das inappropriately. Das held 
both of her hands to stop her… but she directly throwed herself on him. Das 
did not expect this sudden reaction from her. he also trying hard to resist the 
temptation. 

Even though Maria is thirty-three years old… she still looks like a young, 
mature beauty. Maria is little bit taller than Das and she had zero size body 
with milky white skin. 



Maria's body also suffered all these years, as her husband died on the same 
year of their marriage. In the last thirteen years, she did not let any man to 
touch her body. The iron lady who controls one of the powerful family in 
Mumbai is carving for Das body. 

"It's ok… help me. I don't blame you." Maria said while tearing Das shirt. Das 
finally understood her condition… She is accepting him with free will. So, he 
decided to not to resist the temptation anymore and allowed her to take 
advantage of his body. 

Maria started kissing his lips forcefully and bonded her entire body against 
him as she is feeling sweaty and heat from the happy drug. 

Das did not stop her actions… he let her do whatever she wants, while 
enjoying her beautiful body. She started moving her ass against his crouch 
and moved her hands to remove last few pieces of clothes on her body. 

Das who laid on the bed with half naked body felt her protruding nipples. Das 
felt strong heat from her body, because of the happy drug in her system. 

Das decided to take the lead to save some energy for Maria. He immediately 
tossed her aside and directly pounced on her naked body. While kissing her in 
a hurried manner… Das continued to massage her mounds with both hands. 

Her milky white boobs felt like silky soft flour in his hands. Maria began 
releasing soft moans as he is pinching her nipples between his index and 
thumb finger. Instead of enjoying his kissing, Maria directly unzipped his pants 
and took out his anaconda outside. 

Das felt a sharp pain from his little brother as she held tightly with both hands. 
He immediately moved his antenna away from her hands and directly inserted 
it, in her wet cave. 

In the heat of a moment she accidentally bit on his shoulder and stretched her 
legs wide to receive his rod deeper into her cave. 

In front of the happy sensation from her body, Das did not feel any pain from 
her biting. Maria tightly hugged him with both her hands and closed her eyes 
as she completely surrendered her body. 

Das started pumping action while slurping her sweet tongue. The loud 
shrieking sounds filled inside the room aside from the thrusting noise. Das 



suddenly stopped his action after five minutes of continuous thrusting to see 
her reaction. 

"Ahha… aha… continue… don't stop." Maria said in a puppy face while 
moving her ass against his Eiffel tower. But Das still stood without pumping. 

"Ahha… aha… please… please." Maria started pleading with cry baby face 
while moving her hands to force him against her cave. 

Ignoring her pleading Das moved away from top of her and laid aside with his 
hands behind his head. 

Note: This action scene will continue in next chapter. Until then hold your 
fangs... :-P 
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